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We employ the velocity map imaging technique to measure kinetic energy and angular distributions
of state selected CH3 �v2=0 ,1 ,2 ,3� and Br �2P3/2, 2P1/2� photofragments produced by methyl
bromide photolysis at 215.9 nm. These results show unambiguously that the Br and Br� forming
channels result in different vibrational excitations of the umbrella mode of the methyl fragment.
Low energy structured features appear on the images, which arise from CH3Br+ photodissociation
near 330 nm. The excess energy of the probe laser photon is channeled into CH3

+ vibrational
excitation, most probably in the �4 degenerate bend. © 2009 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.3058730�

I. INTRODUCTION

As in all methyl halides or alkyl and aryl halides, the

Ã←X band of CH3Br, characterized by excitation to the an-
tibonding �� orbital localized along the C–Br bond, exhibits
a broad photodissociation continuum. This diffuse band in
the ultraviolet range, environmentally relevant to atmo-
spheric chemistry,1,2 is characterized by a prompt dissocia-
tion via two dominant photofragmentation pathways,

CH3Br + �� → CH3 + Br�2P3/2� ,

CH3 + Br��2P1/2� .

The spin-orbit coupling of the halide lifts degeneracy to give
rise to three optically allowed electronic transitions to states
which are, in order of increasing energy, the 3Q1, 3Q0, and
1Q1 states. In the C3v geometry, dissociation via the XQ1

�with X=1 or 3� and 3Q0 states correlates adiabatically to
Br�2P3/2� and Br��2P1/2�, respectively. These transitions can
be identified through the orientation of the transition electric
dipole moment relative to the C–Br bond: the XQ1 transitions
are perpendicular while the 3Q0 transition is parallel. The

dipole moments of XQ1← X̃ arise from intensity borrowing
from Rydberg states lying �1 eV higher in energy,3 similar

to CH3I.4 Near the absorption maximum of the Ã←X band,
perpendicular and parallel transitions of similar probability

are allowed,5 in contrast to the Ã←X band in CH3I. The
Franck–Condon region is centered around an equilibrium
C–Br bond distance of 1.95�0.1 Å.6,7 Breaking C3v sym-
metry, induced for instance by the rocking mode �6, leads to
coupling between 1Q1 and 3Q0 surfaces opening possibly
nonadiabatic transitions that strongly influence the product
branching ratio between the two spin-orbit channels. This

can be quite different for alkyl halides of Cs symmetry for
which in some cases no avoided crossing emerges, for ex-
ample in CH2ClBr �Ref. 8� or in C3H7Br.9,10 The curve
crossing in CH3Br has been calculated to occur at a C–Br
internuclear distance around 2.445 Å.6 Its probability has
been experimentally determined.5 In all these systems, the
3Q1 state seems to be decoupled from the 3Q0 state.11 Many
aspects of this photodissociation system were summarized
before.12

A study carried out around the absorption maximum of

the Ã←X band at 202 nm and analyzing the kinetic energy
distribution of Br fragments suggested that the internal en-
ergy of CH3 is imparted into the �2 umbrella mode and that
the vibrational excitation was different for the two spin-orbit
channels.13 The Br�2P3/2�-producing channel appears to peak
around v2=3, while the Br��2P1/2�-producing channel peaks
around v2=1 or 2.13 Similar conclusions were reached
through use of photofragment imaging of product Br atoms
��photolysis�205 nm� �Ref. 14� and of CH3 by nonresonant
multiphoton ionization ��photolysis�226–218 nm�.5 Despite
a lack of state specific detection of CH3, these studies sug-
gest that the umbrella mode vibrational distribution of CH3

follows the general rules that are �2
max�0 and �2

max�Br�
��2

max�Br��.
Similar conclusions have been derived from observa-

tions in other molecules, such as CH3I, CF3Br, and
CH3Cl.12,15 As a function of the photolysis energy, the vibra-
tional distribution of the umbrella mode is not expected to
change drastically.16 Methyl radical has a planar equilibrium
geometry, while CH3 in the ground electronic state of CH3Br
has a pyramidal geometry with an equilibrium angle around

111.5°.6,7 In the case of dissociation of CH3I in the Ã← X̃
band, the vibrational distribution is frequently rationalized
by an abrupt change from pyramidal to planar geometry at
the seam of the 1Q1-3Q0 curve crossing, so that any trajec-a�Electronic mail: val@irsamc.ups-tlse.fr.
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tory going through the nonadiabatic transition, which leads
to Br�2P3/2�, receives extra umbrella mode excitation.11 In
other words, if the Br producing channel is populated signifi-
cantly by this nonadiabatic transition, its umbrella activity is
expected to be more excited than that of the Br� producing
channel for which the pyramidal to planar relaxation occurs
more gradually and adiabatically along the 3Q0 surface.

Another suggested explanation not involving the
1Q1-3Q0 curve crossing relies on the difference in slope of
the potential energy surface of 1Q1 and 3Q0 states as a func-
tion of the distance between C and the center of mass of the
three H atoms in the vicinity of the Franck–Condon region.
The 1Q1 surface is steeper, therefore the umbrella excitation
will have less time to relax from pyramidal to planar geom-
etry compared to trajectories following the 3Q0 state.14,16,17

In all these studies, with the exception of some methyl sub-
stituted bromides,18 it has been pointed out that the methyl
fragment is likely to be rotationally cold due to a weakly
bent excited state for both surfaces. This is confirmed by
studies of the photodissociation of rotationally state-selected
methyl bromide between 213 and 235 nm.19 The rotational
distribution of CH3 photofragments extends up to N=6 for
photolysis at 230 nm and slightly higher—N=9—when pho-
tolysis is performed at 212.8 nm, with almost no difference
between a Br� and Br channels.19 This experiment has inves-
tigated mainly the production of vibrational ground state me-
thyl and the influence of deuteration. Similar work has been
performed on the extreme red wing �240–280 nm� of the

Ã← X̃ absorption band with an effusive molecular beam.20

We report here kinetic energy and angular distributions
of bromine and methyl fragments recorded by the velocity
map imaging technique following photodissociation of
CH3Br at 215.9 nm. The vibrational states of methyl radicals
were probed by resonant enhanced multiphoton ionization
�2+1 REMPI� via the intermediate Rydberg 3p 2A2� state. At
this photolysis energy the direct absorption ratio
of parallel to perpendicular excitation is around �3Q0� / �3Q1

+ 1Q1�=1.5.5 We have recorded velocity map images of indi-
vidual vibrational states of CH3 excited in the �2 umbrella
mode up to �2=3, in contrast to previous experiments in
which only the kinetic energy distribution of Br fragments
was available14,20 or where CH3 was detected only in its
ground vibrational state19 or without vibrational state
selection.5 The images show two features that can be as-
signed to formation of Br and Br�. We are thus able to un-
ambiguously confirm the prior interpretation of Br atom ve-
locity maps and photofragment images which implicated a
greater degree of �2-vibrational excitation in the Br-forming
channel.

We also observe for the first time, the photolysis of
CH3Br+ cation in the near UV. This results in a highly struc-
tured velocity map image, which can be assigned to progres-
sion of high vibrational states of the CH3

+ product ion. An
indirect photodissociation mechanism involving nonadia-
batic coupling is proposed.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Methyl bromide with 99% purity containing the natural
abundance of bromine isotopes was used without further pu-

rification. A 10% CH3Br /He mixture at 0.5 bar stagnation
pressure expanded supersonically through a solenoid pulsed
valve �General Valve Series 9, Parker Hannifin Corp.� with a
0.8 mm orifice to produce a 300 �s long pulsed molecular
beam. After passing through a skimmer, the molecular beam
was collimated to 1 mm and entered the ion optical region of
a standard velocity mapping ion source.21 The molecular
beam was then intersected midway between the repeller and
the extractor plates by two counter propagating laser beams
both perpendicular to the time-of-flight axis, which dissoci-
ated CH3Br and selectively ionized the fragment of choice.
The ions produced were accelerated before being mass se-
lected at the end of a 1 m long time-of-flight tube by gating
the gain of a 7.5 cm diameter dual microchannel plate
�MCP�/phosphor imaging detector �Burle ElectroOptics�.
The gating voltage pulse was applied on the front MCP and
was typically 	500 V over 170 ns. The images were re-
corded typically over 36 000 laser shots by imaging software
�Davis, LaVision� on a �640
480� charge-coupled device
�CCD� camera �XC7500, Sony� coupled to a frame grabber
�PCimage SG, Matrix Vision�. The repeller voltage was fixed
at 5 kV for the methyl fragments so that the detector surface
is 80% filled and at 3 kV for the Br fragment to enlarge the
images. The optimal velocity mapping condition corresponds
to an extractor/repeller voltage ratio of 0.7. In the kinetic
energy range explored here, 1 pixel on the image corre-
sponds roughly to 30 meV shift.

The repetition rate is fixed at 10 Hz by the photodisso-
ciation laser. The 215.9 nm photolysis beam was produced
by frequency doubling the output of a Nd:YAG �yttrium alu-
minum garnet� �Continuum Powerlite 7010, third harmonic
at 355 nm� pumped dye laser �Sirah� operating on Stilbene,
through a 7 mm beta barium borate �BBO� crystal. The 1
mJ/pulse output was focused by a 50 cm focal length lens on
the molecular beam. The photofragments were selectively
ionized by a REMPI probe laser. Br�2P3/2� photofragment
was the only species probed by a single laser scheme;
namely, photodissociation and detection by �2+1� REMPI
via the 4D5/2

0 state at 215.9 nm. The methyl photofragments
were photoionized by �2+1� REMPI via the 3p 2A2� Rydberg
state,22,23 using the doubled �approximately 340 nm� output
of a dye laser �Continuum ND6000� operating on a mixture
of DCM/LDS698 and pumped by the second harmonic of a
Nd:YAG laser �Continuum Powerlite 8020�. About 4 mJ/
pulse of this probe laser light was focused by a 60 cm focal
length lens onto the molecular beam. Vibrationally excited
states of CH3 were probed via 2v

v two-photon transition up to
v=3. The REMPI laser for each of those transitions was
tuned to the transition maximum, which corresponds to a Q
branch. The Br��2P1/2� photofragments were photoionized by
�2+1� REMPI via the 2P1/2

0 state at 238.6 nm. To produce
this wavelength, the doubled output of a dye laser �Con-
tinuum ND6000� operating with R640 and pumped by the
second harmonic of an Nd:YAG laser �Continuum Powerlite
8020� was mixed with the pump laser’s fundamental of
1064 nm.

In the case of methyl ion detection, no ion background
was observed with the REMPI laser alone but the dissocia-
tion laser produces some background ions via a one-photon

034304-2 Blanchet, Samartzis, and Wodtke J. Chem. Phys. 130, 034304 �2009�
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transition to the B̃ 2A1� state of CH3, followed by absorption
of a second photon ionizing CH3.24 A background is also

present on the Br� image as the Ã←X band of CH3Br is
excited not only by the photolysis laser at 215.9 nm but also
by the REMPI laser at 238.6 nm. In each case, background
contributions were recorded independently and carefully
subtracted. Typically these sources of background were
around 20% of the signal for methyl detection and 50% of
the signal for Br� detection. Table I summarizes the resonant
states and the corresponding REMPI wavelengths used for
all species detected in this experiment.

The spatial overlap between the laser and molecular
beams was optimized using an NO molecular beam and non-
resonant multiphoton ionization. To ensure detection of all
photofragments, the typical delay introduced between the
two lasers did not exceed 5 ns. Both laser polarizations were
parallel to the detector plane in order to maintain cylindrical
symmetry required for the inverse Abel transformation. Re-
construction of the three-dimensional-velocity map led to
fragment kinetic energy and angular distributions. The disso-
ciation energy assumed in this work was reported by Janssen
et al.19 to be D0=2.901�0.016 eV.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Velocity map images are highly structured, reflecting
two different photochemical pathways in CH3Br. The first

reflects the photochemistry of the Ã←X band in methyl bro-
mide neutral. The second is due to the photodissociation of
CH3Br+ around 330 nm. Both of these appear to exhibit rich
electronically nonadiabatic behavior as discussed in
Sec. III A for the CH3Br and in Sec. III B for its cation,
respectively.

A. Methyl bromide

1. Experimental images

Figure 1 shows typical images obtained for m /z=15
�CH3

+� and m /z=79 �Br+�. Figure 1�a� shows a one-color
experiment using only the photolysis laser at 215.9 nm and is
representative of some of the general observations of this
work. Here one sees two sharp concentric rings at the outer
edge of the image, which arise when the methyl fragment is

unintentionally ionized via the R-branch of the �B̃ 2A1� ,00
0�

transition. The two outer rings correspond to the two Br spin-
orbit channels in CH3Br photolysis at 215.9 nm. For all in-
tents and purposes, this image is background and no attempt
was made to analyze its information content. Rather, this
background is subtracted from methyl images obtained in
two-color experiments. Figures 1�b�–1�e� show these results
after background subtraction. Here, one also sees two con-
centric rings at the perimeter of the image, which reflect the
velocity and angular distributions of specific vibrational
states of CH3 produced in the 215.9 nm photolysis of CH3Br.
Here CH3 is detected by 2+1 REMPI via the 3p 2A2� Ryd-
berg state.25 One also sees a sequence of features closer to
the center of the images, which arise from CH3

+ produced in
photodissociation of CH3Br+, which is itself produced by
two-photon nonresonant ionization at 215.9 nm. We return to
a discussion of this process later in Sec. III B.

The images shown in Figs. 1�b�–1�e� have been recorded
with the REMPI laser tuned to peak of the sharp Q-branches
of the �3p 2A2� ,2v

v� system. Images recorded with or without
scanning over the Q-branch profile were found to be identi-
cal, indicating that no CH3 rotational selectivity is possible
under our conditions. Two color images of Br�2P3/2� and
Br�2P1/2� fragments, ionized by 2+1 REMPI, are also shown
in Figs. 1�g� and 1�h�, respectively.

TABLE I. State specific imaging results. Intermediate states through which resonant ionization of photofragments has been recorded, Br� /Br yield as shown
in Fig. 2, width of Lorentzian for the translational energy, and vibrational distributions deduced from fits shown in Fig. 3.

Detection
Product internal energy

�in cm−1� �Br�� / �Br�

Lorentzian width
�meV�

Vibrational population
�%�

Br Br� Br Br�

Br
�2+1� REMPI via 4D5/2

0

at 215.9 nm 0
1.38�0.15

�from Ref. 5�

�466 ¯ ¯ ¯

Br�

�2+1� REMPI via 2P1/2
0

at 238.6 nm 3685 ¯ 229�17 ¯ ¯

�2

of
CH3

0
�1+1� REMPI 00

0 of B̃ 2A1�
at 215.9 nm �Ref. 24� 0 1.03�0.08 257�13 163�8 ¯ ¯

0
�2+1� REMPI 00

0 of 3p 2A2�
at 333.4 nm �Ref. 22� 0 4.52�0.9 157�8 122�7 0 23�3

0
�2+1� REMPI 00

0-P�4� of 3p 2A2�
at 333.9 nm �Ref. 10� 0 8.37�1.88 102�2 95�13 ¯ ¯

1
�2+1� REMPI 21

1 of 3p 2A2�
at 329.5 nm23 606 1.72�0.14 172�20 108�7 16�2 46�4

2
�2+1� REMPI 22

2 of 3p 2A2�
at 326.1 nm23 1288 0.317�0.03 169�10 133�11 20�5 31�3

3
�2+1� REMPI 23

3 of 3p 2A2�
at 322.8 nm 2019 0.142�0.02 175�9 125�14 21�5 0

4 2791 No data 19�4 0
5 3602 No data 16�3 0
6 4445 No data 8�2 0

034304-3 UV photodissociation of CH3Br and CH3Br+ J. Chem. Phys. 130, 034304 �2009�
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As v2 umbrella excitation increases in these experiments,
the signal intensity decreases due to a faster predissociation
of CH3 in the intermediate 3p 2A2� state used for REMPI
detection.26 Consequently, the origin band image of CH3

�Fig. 1�b�� is an average over 12 000 laser shots compared
with 36 000 for the others. This predissociation combined
with the other uncertainties associated with use of a struc-
tureless Q branch for REMPI detection make it impossible to
derive the CH3 v2 vibrational population distribution based
on intensities of the images. However, if we assume that the
energy distribution of bromine fragments reflects only um-
brella mode activity, we can reconstruct the v2 vibrational
distribution. To test this assumption we probed other vibra-
tional states, for example the symmetric CH stretch mode �1.
Normally, the excitation of symmetric the CH stretching
mode, �1 �372 meV�, cannot be probed via the Q branch of
the 11

1 band �at 333.9 nm� as it overlaps the P�4�00
0

band.10,23,27 However, the translational energy released in the
simultaneously detected channels is large enough that they
can be identified and separated in this imaging experiment.
The excess energy for the methyl fragment excited by one
quantum of �1, following dissociation at 215.9 nm, is 2.01
eV for the Br� channel and 2.47 eV for the Br one. In con-
trast, the excess energy for the production of CH3�v=0�
+Br� is 2.385 eV. In this region of the image, each pixel

corresponds to about 30 meV of translational energy. Images
recorded at the peak of the 11

1 Q-branch �Fig. 1�f�� show no
significant difference compared with those recorded in the 00

0

Q-branch. We also tried to probe the �1 vibration through the
11

0 line, without success. Therefore we conclude that the dis-
sociation dynamics do not significantly involve the symmet-
ric stretching mode in CH3Br, in contrast to the photodisso-
ciation of CH3I in which as much as 10% of the internal
energy is channeled into the �1 mode, albeit only for the
ground spin-orbit channel.23,28,29

This statement seems consistent with the reported ab-
sence of �1 activity in experiments in the range of 212.8–235
nm detected by slicing at a velocity resolution three times
higher than ours.19 With this high-resolution slicing, Janssen
et al.19 were able to detect fragments excited in the �4 rock-
ing mode for CD3Br. It is, however, important to remember
that this same slicing experiment shows a strong effect of the
D-isotope substitution enhancing production of vibrationally
excited methyl in contrast to the lighter isotope, CH3Br.19

The absence of �1 activity in CH3Br dissociation is a
somewhat different than CH3I photodissociation, where the
stretching activity observed mainly for the I channel is asso-
ciated with impulsive behavior of the photodissociation
along the 1Q1 surface at high available energy. This impul-
sive feature is expected to be stronger in CH3Br since the
1Q1 surface is steeper than in CH3I.14 However, none of the
investigations on CH3Br or CH3Cl photodissociation has re-
ported a �1 activity. Trajectory studies involving potential
energy surfaces that take into account this coordinate might
be helpful in explaining this difference observed in the �1

activity of the methyl halides.

2. Energy distributions and correlation of CH3 �2
excitation with Br spin orbit state

Figure 2 shows the kinetic energy probability distribu-
tions obtained from analysis of the images of Fig. 1. This
experiment yields the kinetic energy of the CH3 fragments as
a function of their umbrella excitation as well as the Br and
Br� energy distributions. This energy mapping of the frag-
ments allows a more detailed study of the nonadiabatic cou-
pling. In each translational energy distribution for CH3�v�,
the lower kinetic energy peak corresponds to production of
Br�+CH3�v ,J� while the higher energy one results from Br
+CH3�v ,J�. We fitted each peak with a Lorentzian function.
From the derived width parameters �shown in Table I� one
can see the CH3 fragments’ translational energy distribution
is at least �30% wider when formed with Br atoms in com-
parison to those formed with Br�. This broadening can be
explained by a higher degree of rotational excitation of the
methyl fragment in the more energetic Br-forming channel,
similar to the results in Ref. 19.

We calculated the �Br�� / �Br� branching ratio for each
vibrationally state specific channel and found that it de-
creases as the excitation of the CH3 umbrella mode in-
creases. The decreasing �Br�� / �Br� ratio seen here is in
agreement with the propensity previously inferred from Br
atom images by Gougousi et al.5 and Underwood et al.20

Under the apparently valid assumption that only CH3

umbrella motion is excited, the sum of individual methyl

FIG. 1. Images of methyl radicals ��a�–�f�� produced from the 215.9 nm
photolysis laser with background �a� subtracted. The images were respec-
tively acquired over 12 000 �b� and 36 000 ��a�, and �c�–�f�� laser shots.
Images of bromine fragments produced in �g� Br and �h� Br� states. The
images are presented in 0–255 grayscale with the darkest shade correspond-
ing to the maximum of the signal.

034304-4 Blanchet, Samartzis, and Wodtke J. Chem. Phys. 130, 034304 �2009�
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distributions should reflect closely the bromine fragment dis-
tributions. Consequently, we independently fitted the transla-
tional energy distributions of the Br�2P3/2� and Br��2P1/2�
fragments, using the component vibrational state specific
translational energy distributions of the CH3 fragments and
varying the relative contribution of each CH3 vibrational
state.

The vibrational distributions obtained in this way are
listed in the last two columns of Table I and the fits to the Br
and Br� distributions are displayed on Fig. 3. Here, the vi-
brational distribution of the Br� channel peaks at v2=1 and
contributions from vibrational state v2=2 and lower are
enough to fully reconstruct the distribution. For the Br chan-
nel, it is evident that contributions from the first three quanta
in the umbrella mode �observed directly in this work� are not
enough to reproduce the translational energy distribution;
larger CH3 internal energy is clearly required. We were able
to fit the Br translational distribution with reasonable as-
sumptions about the vibrational state specific CH3 transla-
tional energy distributions for higher values of v2. For con-
tributions from v2=4, 5, and 6, we assume the same
rotational energy distribution as that implied by the transla-
tional energy distribution for v2=3 and used the known vi-
brational energies of these states.30 It remained then only to
vary the contributions from each vibrational state to arrive at
the good fit shown in Fig. 3�b�.

The vibrational excitation is obviously substantially hot-
ter for the Br channel than for the Br� channel with a maxi-

mum near 3v2. This confirms the “inverted” distribution pre-
viously suggested by Gougousi et al.5 and Van Veen et al.13

obtained by less direct means. The combination of direct
detection of individual quantum states of CH3 as well as Br
and Br� in this work provides the most reliable and accurate
information on the CH3 excitation in CH3Br photodissocia-
tion and how it varies between the two spin orbit states.

3. The Br/Br� branching ratio

The Br and Br� photofragment quantum yields are re-
lated to the �Br�� / �Br� branching ratio by the following
equations:

�Br =
�Br�

�Br� + �Br��
=

1

1 +
�Br��
�Br�

and �Br� = 1 − �Br.

�1�

Since the two-photon transition strength is not known for the
Br and Br� REMPI detection scheme we used, it is not pos-
sible to evaluate the overall branching ratio �Br�� / �Br� sim-
ply by dividing the areas under the Br and Br� fragment
translational energy distributions in Fig. 2. However �Br� has
been measured by Gougousi et al.5 down to 218 nm. Ex-
trapolating those results, we find �Br� =0.58�0.05 at 215.9
nm. This leads to a branching ratio of �Br�� / �Br�
=1.38�0.15 and to �Br=0.42�0.05.

The �Br�� / �Br� ratio could depend on the CH3 rotation
and vibration. We measured images probing through the 00

0

FIG. 2. Kinetic energy release distributions. The top panel is obtained from
bromine fragment images. The others are obtained from specific vibrational
states of the methyl fragment detected via the �3p 2A2� ,2v

v� state. The vertical
dotted lines indicate the expected maximum kinetic energy release in the
methyl fragments if no methyl rotation were excited. Br�2P3/2� results have
been derived from images recorded at two repeller voltages: 3 kV �dia-
monds� and 5 kV �circles�.

FIG. 3. Reconstruction of Br translational energy distributions from vibra-
tionally state specific translational energy distributions of CH3. �a�
Br��2P1/2� channel and �b� Br�2P3/2� channel. See text. Diamonds corre-
spond to images recorded at 3 kV for the repeller plate and crossed circle at
5 kV.
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Q-branch, which show an increase in the �Br�� / �Br� ratio as
one tunes from the blue to the red. This effect has been
previously observed26 and studied in CH3I.31 The bending
mode of the parent molecule is not only the promoting mode
for the nonadiabatic coupling between 1Q1 and 3Q0, but also
correlated with rotation of CH3 fragments. For example, for
trajectories that explore bent geometries near the 1Q1-3Q0

curve crossing, larger rotational excitation of the methyl
fragment is expected for the 1Q1 than for the 3Q0 state.16

Note that from the ratio �Br�� / �Br� in the detection of CH3

produced in the origin band �see Table II�, we can compare
the yield �Br� =0.82�0.04 measured at 215.9 nm in our case
on a supersonic molecular beam to �Br� =0.72 measured at
213 nm by selecting the initial parent molecule �K=J=1�
of Lipciuc and Janssen.19 These two ratios are in good
agreement.

4. Angular distributions and alignment in CH3

The angular distributions I��� of the photofragments
were obtained by integrating the Abel-inverted images over
the radial full-width half maximum of each of the peaks
shown in Fig. 2. The angular distributions were fitted to the
expression

I���  1 +
�

2
�3 cos2 � − 1� , �2�

where � is the photofragment recoil anisotropy parameter for
a given dissociation channel. The distributions and fits are
presented in Fig. 4 and the values for the anisotropy param-
eters shown in the first two rows of Table II. Looking at the
symmetry of the states involved, one would expect, in the
limit of a prompt dissociation, that Br and CH3 produced by
excitation to 1Q1 and 3Q1 states to have a perpendicular tran-
sition character and �=−1, while Br� and CH3 produced by
excitation to the 3Q0 state to exhibit a parallel transition char-
acter and �= +2.

The � parameters derived from bromine fragment angu-
lar distributions are 1.88 for the Br� producing channel and
	0.11 for the Br channel, in good agreement with previous
results.5 The Br� channel’s anisotropy agrees approximately

with the parallel transition picture of 3Q0 excitation of
CH3Br. The Br channel’s almost isotropic angular distribu-
tion is, however, inconsistent with a perpendicular transition
for CH3Br excitation to 3Q1 / 1Q1 states. This can be
explained5 by the nonadiabatic coupling between the 3Q0 to
the 1Q1 state, which gives parallel character to the otherwise
perpendicular transitions. The observed � parameters can be
rewritten as a combination of direct and indirect contribu-
tions as follows:

��Br� = aindirect��3Q0� + adirect��XQ1� ,

aindirect + adirect = 1,

�3�
��Br�� = bdirect��3Q0� + bindirect��XQ1� ,

bindirect + bdirect = 1.

Here the coefficient adirect is the quantum yield for direct
excitation to the XQ1 states and dissociation yielding
Br�2P3/2� atoms. The aindirect coefficient is the probability for
excitation to the 3Q0 state followed by nonadiabatic transi-
tion and dissociation along the XQ1 state�s� to form Br�2P3/2�
atoms. b’s are defined in an analogous fashion. The four
coefficients of Eq. �3� can be calculated taking the approxi-
mation of a pseudodiatomic system with a dissociation time
occurring on a faster timescale than the rotational period of
the parent molecule, so that ��3Q0� and ��XQ1� have the
values of a perfect parallel and perpendicular transition re-
spectively, namely ��3Q0�=2 and ��XQ1�=−1. The coeffi-
cients for Br fragments �Table II� show that aindirect=0.3 of
the Br fragments come from 3Q0→ XQ1 nonadiabatic cou-
pling in agreement with results published by Gougousi et al.5

If the same procedure is applied to the Br� channel, we find
that almost all �bdirect=0.96� Br� is produced by a direct path-
way. The excitation probability to different surfaces �P3Q0

and PXQ1
� and the coupling between these surfaces �P10 and

P01� can be calculated from the quantum yields �Br�

=0.58�0.05 and �Br=0.42�0.05 �Ref. 5� and a and b co-
efficients as follows and the results are summarized in
Table II:

TABLE II. Measured anisotropy parameter � shown in Fig. 4 and coefficients for direct and nonadiabatic dissociation for both channels. See text.

Fragment
Br
�v

CH3 for different �2

0
�1+1�

REMPI

0-P�4�
�2+1�

REMPI

0
�2+1�

REMPI

1
�2+1�

REMPI

2
�2+1�

REMPI

3
�2+1�

REMPI

� for
Br channel

−0.11�0.01 	0.43 	0.22 	0.096 	0.52 	0.59 	0.62
�−0.11�0.02 from Ref. 5� �0.02 �0.02 �0.012 �0.02 �0.03 �0.03

� for
Br�

channel

1.88�0.06 1.35 1.35 1.82 1.54 1.74 1.62

�1.86�0.15 from Ref. 5� �0.03 �0.04 �0.04 �0.03 �0.09 �0.12

Br Br�

aindirect
3Q0→ XQ1 adirect

XQ1 P�XQ1� P01
3Q0→ XQ1 bdirect

3Q0 bindirect
XQ1→ 3Q0 P�3Q0� P10

XQ1→ 3Q0

0.296 0.703 0.32 0.18 0.96 0.04 0.68 0.07
�0.004 �0.004 �0.05 �0.04 �0.02 �0.02 �0.07 �0.05
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P01 = P3Q0→
XQ1

=
aindirect�Br

aindirect�Br + bD�Br�

,

�4�
P3Q0

= aindirect�Br + bD�Br�,

and

P10 = PXQ1→
3Q0

=
bindirect�Br�

bindirect�Br� + aD�Br
,

�5�
PXQ1

= bindirect�Br� + aD�Br.

Conservation of momentum dictates that the state spe-
cific angular distributions of the CH3 fragments, weighted by
the CH3 quantum state population distribution, match those
of the Br fragments. It is evident from the values in Table II
that this is not the case. We attribute these differences to
alignment of the methyl fragment, which appears to be par-
ticularly important for vibrationally excited CH3, as well as
the influence of vibrationally enhanced predissociation in the
REMPI detection used here.

Rotational alignment has been observed before for me-
thyl following photodissociation of CH3I. Powis and
co-worker28,32 found that CD3 produced by dissociation of

FIG. 4. Angular distributions of bromine atom and methyl fragment calculated from the images shown in Fig. 1. In each panel the circles correspond to the
distribution for the Br channel and the squares correspond to the Br� channel. The solid lines correspond to the fit using Eq. �2� with the anisotropy parameters
listed in the Table II.
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CD3I at 266 nm is strongly aligned, rotating mainly around
its C3 axis with K= �N, where N is the total angular mo-
mentum excluding spin and K its projection along its three-
fold symmetry axis. However this alignment probably origi-
nates from rotationally hot parent molecules present in the
300 K effusive molecular beam used in that work. Ogorzalek
Loo et al.26 used a supersonic molecular beam and their ex-
perimental results on both CD3I and CH3I conclude that CD3

and CH3 fragments are also aligned; however, here K=0
dominates reflecting rotation around an axis perpendicular to
the threefold symmetry axis. These results were confirmed
by Janssen et al.33 who, following the treatment of Kummel
and Zare,34 measured the alignment parameters from O, P, R,
and S branch methyl spectra in CD3I. In the current case we
do not have enough polarization geometries and wavelengths
to address this problem quantitatively.

Still we can take an approach, which is at least sufficient
to demonstrate that alignment effects are present. In an ap-
proximate fashion, we fitted our experimental angular distri-
bution to a series expansion of even Legendre polynomials35

terminated at the sixth order polynomial

I��� = 1 + �2P2�cos �� + �4P4�cos �� + �6P6�cos �� . �6�

In this expansion, alignment will manifest itself with nonzero
values for �4 and/or �6.

The results of this fitting procedure are presented in
Table III and the fits to the data are presented in Fig. 4.
Values of �6 are—within our experimental error—zero.
However, �4 clearly exhibits nonzero values for most vibra-
tional quanta and are generally higher in CH3+Br� than in
CH3+Br channel. This result shows the presence of CH3

alignment in both channels and that CH3 alignment is more
important in the CH3+Br� channel, although the rotational
temperature seems to be lower in that channel. It is likely
that the stronger alignment in the CH3+Br� channel is re-
lated to its direct dissociation mechanism.

Fitting Br and Br� angular distributions in the same fash-
ion does not indicate significant alignment of Br. Note also
that Br�2P1/2� with J=1 /2 cannot have alignment.

The presence of alignment as well as the predissociation
of the CH3 3p intermediate Rydberg state28,32 prevent us
from using methyl angular distributions to extract curve

crossing probabilities as a function of methyl fragment exci-
tation. However, it is noteworthy that the methyl angular
distributions vary only weakly with vibrational excitation
�see Table III� indicating that the curve crossing probability
will not change significantly. This is consistent with the
analysis of Underwood et al.20

B. Methyl bromide cation

1. Identification of ion dissociation

In order to determine the origin of the low velocity rings
in the CH3

+ images we have also obtained ion images at
m /z=94–96 �CH3Br+�. These images �not shown� appear as
tiny dots at the velocity origin, as expected for ionized
CH3Br traveling with the velocity of the molecular beam.
When the laser light used for CH3 REMPI detection �hereaf-
ter referred to as “the ion-dissociation laser”� is introduced at
wavelengths near 330 nm, we observe that the CH3Br+ peak
is reduced by as much as �75% without any significant
change in the intensity of 79,81Br+. This clearly shows the
occurrence of the following channel:36

CH3Br + 2h��=215.9 nm → CH3Br+ + e−,

CH3Br+ + h��=322–334 nm �“ion-dissociation laser”�

→ CH3
+ + Br/Br�.

Fig. 5 for an energy diagram. The additional smaller-radius
rings in the CH3

+ images �Figs. 1�c�–1�f�� correspond to this
second source of CH3

+.
The ground electronic state �2E3/2� of CH3Br+ is formed

by the removal of a nonbonding �2e� electron from one of

TABLE III. Angular distribution fits to an expansion of Legendre polyno-
mials: due to more rapid predissociation for higher vibrational states, higher
vibrational levels have less intensity and greater experimental uncertainty.

Mass State �2 �4 �6

CH3 Br� 00
0�Q� 1.79�0.01 0.16�0.01 −0.02�0.01

00
0P�4�+11

1 1.32�0.03 0.19�0.03 0.09�0.03
21

1 1.26�0.05 0.29�0.05 0.03�0.07
22

2 1.28�0.08 0.20�0.08 0.09�0.1
23

3 1.57�0.12 0.36�0.10 −0.20�0.13
Br 2P3/2 −0.11�0.01 0.02�0.02 0.005�0.02
CH3 Br 00

0P�4�+11
1 0.42�0.08 0.18�0.1 0.01�0.1

00
0�Q� −0.03�0.01 −0.08�0.01 −0.03�0.01
21

1 −0.55�0.05 0.08�0.04 −0.12�0.04
22

2 −0.54�0.01 −0.09�0.01 0.02�0.03
23

3 −0.62�0.02 −0.22�0.02 0.03�0.03

FIG. 5. Energy diagram of the photodissociation of methyl bromide cation
in C3v geometry with adiabatic correlation to products shown by dotted
lines.
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the halogen lone pairs. This state’s geometry is similar to the
neutral ground state but with a slight elongation of the C–Br
bond37 as well as a Jahn–Teller distortion from C3v
geometry.2 The ionization energy to form CH3Br+ �X 2E3/2�
is 10.54 eV �Refs. 38 and 39� and the spin orbit excited
X 2E1/2 state lies at 10.86 eV.40 Two photons at 215.9 nm
�11.48 eV� are sufficient to reach the ionization continuum
but not enough to reach dissociative ionization threshold
�12.74 eV� leading to CH3

+�1A1�+Br�2P3/2�.39,41 Although it
has never been observed,42 the appearance potential of
CH3

+�1A1�+Br�2P1/2� is expected at 13.2 eV. One photon
from the ion-dissociation laser is required to dissociate
CH3Br+. Photoelectron spectroscopy of CH3Br shows that
the first electronically excited state of CH3Br+ lies 13 eV
above CH3Br with a vertical excitation energy of 13.5 eV
�Refs. 2, 44, and 45� �see Fig. 5�. This state is formed by
removing an electron from the �3a1� outer-valence molecular
orbital associated with the C–Br bond and labeled A 2A1.
Excitation to this state yields, with 100% efficiency, the
CH3

+ fragment.44 Some vibrational bands have been ob-
served around 12.8 eV revealing a bound character of the
A 2A1 state at energies lower than those relevant to this
work.39

2. The observation of highly vibrationally excited
CH3

+

The inner ring structure observed in Figs. 1�c�–1�f� de-
pends only weakly on the wavelength of the ion-dissociation
laser. Figure 6 shows the translational energy distributions
for CH3Br+ photodissociation derived from each image. In
order to compare results at different photolysis wavelengths,
the translational energy scale has been shifted relative to the
available energy for the experiment carried out with the ion-
dissociation laser at h�ref=3.84 eV �322.8 nm�, correspond-
ing to the image shown in Fig. 1�e�. The energy scale shift
was imposed according to the following formulas:

ET��� = Ekin
CH3�measured� 


mCH3Br

mBr
+ � ,

� = h��ref − �� ,

where � is the frequency of the ion-dissociation laser. This
approach to the analysis allows us to identify vibrational
progressions of the CH3

+ product that appear in different
experiments. Using this analysis, we discover a progression
of states at center-of-mass translational energies: 33, 190,
376, 528, and 686 meV. Observation of this progression is
additional evidence demonstrating the multiphoton scheme
of Fig. 5.

To assign these quantized features requires additional
consideration as one cannot a priori determine which states
of the CH3Br+ are formed by the two-photon ionization at
215.9 nm. Inspection of Fig. 6 shows that nearly all of the
ion signal appears below 1.5 eV. With an ion-dissociation
laser photon of h�ref=3.84 eV, one gets an appearance en-
ergy for CH3

++Br at 12.88, which is in good agreement with
the appearance energy of 12.74 eV expected for the A state

CH3Br+�2E3/2� + h��=322.8 nm

→ �CH3
+ + Br��ET = 10.54 + 3.84 − 12.74 eV

= 1.64 eV� .

We are able to reproduce the progression of Fig. 6 using a
vibrational harmonic frequency of CH3

+ �4=170 meV �in-
plane bend� or �2=168 cm−1 �umbrella mode�.43 Table IV
shows this analysis more completely. More generally, it is
clear that there is a propensity for channeling available en-
ergy into CH3

+ vibration and not into translation.

FIG. 6. Vibrational progression in CH3
+ obtained from central rings in the

images of Fig. 1. An energy shift � relative to the photodissociation of
CH3Br+ taking place at 322.8 nm �23

3 REMPI wavelength� is introduced to
account for the change in photolysis wavelength in each image. The maxi-
mum available energy for translation is indicated by vertical lines, for pho-
todissociation of CH3Br+ to CH3

++Br or CH3
++Br� with a cation initial

state X 2E3/2 �solid lines� or X 2E1/2 �dashed lines�.

TABLE IV. Vibrational progression in CH3
+ fragment.

Expt.
data �meV�a vb from E3/2 vb from E1/2

Fitted
resultsc Expt.	fit

686 3 5 693 meV 7 meV
528 4 6 527 1
376 5 7 362 6
190 6 8 197 7

33 7 9 34 1

aFrom the peaks in Fig. 6.
bVibrational quanta in �2 or �4. See text.
cBased on the formula 1282− �169.9�v+1 /2�+0.468�v+1 /2�2� in meV. The
appearance threshold of dissociation is at 1.197�0.010 eV in good agree-
ment with CH3Br+�2E3/2�→CH3

++Br��2P1/2� or based on the formula
1615− �169.9�v+1 /2�+0.350�v+1 /2�2� in meV. The appearance threshold
of dissociation is at 1.531�0.013 eV in good agreement with
CH3Br+�2E1/2�→CH3

++Br��2P1/2�.
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Two-photon threshold photoelectron spectra shows that
photoionization onto X 2E1/2 dominates.40 If A 2A1 was the
dissociating state accessed directly by CH3Br+ absorption of
a 330 nm photon, the angular distribution would be expected
to be perpendicular, yet we observe a parallel process. Thus
an indirect dissociation process must be important. For ex-
ample, the second excited electronic state seen in CH3Br
photoelectron spectroscopy around 14.5 eV possesses E
symmetry �B state in Fig. 5�.42 This state correlates adiabati-
cally to CH3�X 2A2��+Br+�3P�. It has been shown in the case
of CH3Cl that a favorable overlap of the orbitals makes the
oscillator strength to the B state ���←�� much larger than
to the A state ��←��.47 In the same work, a parallel elec-
tronic transition has been observed in an energy range simi-
lar to that of the A state absorption.47 In addition, the cou-
pling between the B and A states of the cation has been
proposed to rationalize experimental observations in multi-
photon ionization of CH3I.46

It is interesting to compare the kinetic energy release
distributions of CH3

+ observed in Fig. 6 with the ones re-
corded by one-photon dissociative ionization:42 the average
translational energy observed in a one photon experiment at
h�=14.3 eV �close to the present energy� is �0.4 eV,42

which is remarkably similar to the observations of this work.
Thus, internal conversion to the A 2A1 state would in-

volve electron transfer from CH3 to Br, possibly explaining
the large vibrational excitation seen in the CH3

+ product.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have measured angular and kinetic energy distribu-
tions of state selected methyl and bromine fragments using
velocity map imaging of single and multiphoton excitation of
CH3Br at 215.9 nm. Our single photon data confirm previous
results on differences between Br and Br� channels for me-
thyl production with v2 umbrella mode excitation and show
that �Br�� / �Br� branching ratio decreases with umbrella
mode excitation. The v2-state specific imaging measurements
of CH3 photofragments show that CH3Br photolysis pro-
duces vibrationally hot methyl peaking at v2=1 for the Br
channel and at v2=3 for the Br� channel. Although absorp-

tion to the Br� producing 3Q0 state dominates the Ã←X band
at this wavelength, significant amount of Br product is ob-
served, 18% of which comes from 3Q0→ XQ1 avoided cross-
ing. Alignment effects observed in methyl fragments and
predissociation of the intermediate states used for REMPI
detection prevented the extraction of nonadiabatic probabili-
ties from methyl data as a function of v2. Qualitatively, based
on the overall angular distribution behavior with v2 excita-
tion there seems to be no significant dependence on the me-
thyl umbrella mode excitation on the curve crossing prob-
ability.

In addition to single photon data, a 2+1� excitation
scheme of CH3Br is detected in methyl images, where two
photons of 215.9 nm light produce CH3Br+ which subse-
quently absorbs a photon of 320–330 nm and is excited via a
parallel transition to E-symmetry excited ionic state. Cou-
pling of those states to the A excited state of CH3Br+ leads to

production of vibrationally hot CH3
+ �possibly in the �4 de-

generate bending mode excited by the nonadiabatic state
mixing� and Br�.
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